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Subnautica onde encontrar chumbo

Hey, Ana Clara, how are you doing? Come on, little galleon. Let's play a little from scratch. Share it there. Thanks there, which is shared by Felipe Moraes, Pedro Enrique Basso, Brian Araujo, Ertur Andrade, Hudson Yuri, Kelvin Porto, Antonio Augusto, Ronaldo Raposo, Felipe Lima, Mateus Klein,
Esperinho Twenty, Wilson Lima. Tico-do-Madre, The Knicks, fought for slicing. Joan Bispo, Pedro Lame, Creyiong, Rafael Junsta. Lima Vices, let's share it. Oh, it's going into construction, that's it. So much so that with each new you lose the right? Even your heck, Alisson Pereira, I'll shine my moderators
yes take a look so it works Olive Visionira, yes, I paid Dick and hesitate. Fight, kiss and if you want to share there. Jean Felipe, thanks for sharing The Lord will vol. Lucas Silveira, let's share, talk, guys. No, yes, we're trying, right? It's right there in her corner, isn't it? Gabriele Garcia, thanks to share then
guys, let me explain. Sobrenald Hair zero, it's in early access. Brenda, Henrico, thank you, share it then, isn't it? This sub-sub-national is not ready. He's not a DLC, he's a new game, but he still has it, does he? All things and go, right? The sub-natator we already know. He's got a piece of history, but he
doesn't have the whole story, does he? The man is still doing everything. So much so that I knew the day April was going to be, okay? So what's going on? The guys let them go so they could play, didn't they? Test and all that, but in the end, um there's still a lot to do, okay? Vinicius Oliveira, thank you,
share there and see. I'm fine, Bree, you're like you? So, like, he's still evolving, yes, he's carrying a map here. Wait, God, that's why I'm saying, hey. I say first before I download the map, hello. Hunting, The Penguin Subnavtic Club, and then what happens? The game is not ready, so I will not even bring
the video, I will bring it only when it is really ready. Gustavo Libera, Oliveira, thank you, share E Diniz. Larissa Silva, I'll be there and Wilson Cruz, thanks to share. My God, Grandpa's fine, so I'm playing with a woman right now. Oh, my God, that's it, my God. My god. Oh, my God, I'm sorry. There's
nothing in it. Go. Come on, my God in heaven. Oh!. My friend, he's crazy now, isn't he? In the meteor shower, you see. Run berg. It's working. We just zeroed out your other Dantas, Vitor Enrique, Jubislei, Dan, now I'm going to beat the broad holy environment, run, run, bergue. Oh, now there are oxygen
meters, temperature, yes, your new temperature meter. So, guys, I think if I get too low, I'm going to split. Penguins. Penguin, penguin. Subnauti the Penguin Club. There's something in there. Re? Perash let so I just came here naive on the podium here, just see the situation as we are on this train here,
Ta Perai. Okay, mini-base. Warehouse, I don't have anything. Right? You thought you could, first aid kit, closet, ah, it's all in English, in any case, not to change the language. Manufacturer. Pretty cool. A. Love, Brian, share it live. Kiss, I love you forever, I've changed my life. Pedro Pontello, fought share
still falling world? Looks like he's stopped. So that's our starting point, okay? I'm going back there now. And oh, there's business. Oh, easy. Oh wait, I'm going to get a little box there. It's too cold. All you've accused me of is, I like it. It's underwater softer, some new bugs here. What, snow. There are things
here, lived, PDA, medical kit. Compass, I need you. Ok. So, Pedro Costa, how are you? Let's go back to pro pode. Sal, there's no scanner, but here's a piece of it already. The quartz, four, all blame the guard, right here, see? Right? Elsa worked here, didn't she? I didn't mean anything, but you were
attacked. Galarena, right vi. Garalena, Danalena, on the right reads. Copper, you're looking for something there, aren't you? Titanium, copper, titanium, oh my God, I don't think it's going to work. Nothing is too much, nothing too much. Mooy. That's good. Then I just send him there. Caught the fish to eat,
I'm hungry, hungry, here goes here with my dad, Bora, right? Let's turn around, we'll be at sea to get around. Food, ji, come here, fish. I wanted to play Felipe Amaral and Kayampress, look what I shared, what do you think? Do you think it's a good game? Do you think it's a great game? Is this a great
game? What's wrong with him? How does it work? Get out, brother, we're going to need him. Here are the mushrooms to make the drums as well, we drain the battery now. No, there is maybe you should cut it, they don't know well? Let's go to base. Base, huge triassits. Oh, the guard to make the water,
it's one cheetah fifty, it's more expensive. Eat, security, security, guard, guard the flash, come with me, okay? We have to make the tools, yes, I need to make a battery. Oh, you can't do that, you can't take it here, can you? I'm playing. Sugulinho will. Natmi him. You were nicer. God, are you going to make
a battery, a game? You're really taking me, you see? I can't get that mushroom out. Don't warm your head, right? Maybe I should make a knife first, don't I? I think I'm going to. Let me see if I can make a knife. Rubber and silicone. Oh, there's wine next door, we'll do it then. It's in front of the vineyards.
Nekolas Batista, shares I know you have development, people, but I want to see whoa. So much so that this will be just one of the zero I'm going to do. Then I bring when the game is really ready. Seriously, I'll just bring it here, won't I? Oma funk, it's all red. It's weird, bro. Lubricants, do you have any
more place? Them. It's always nice to have a goldfish. Yes, Celso, now we've finished the subnar, I'll get it. God, what a pandemonium here, my God. Boy, at the top it's torture. Or am I, I usually want to get under, I prayed right? Just. Sharp, lubricant, silicone rubber, lubricant, more silicone rubber. It's
good to see the knife. Now everyone is here, doing anything else? Dark. It's not a mushroom, I have to get it, I have to get an acid fungus, it's out there, oh, it's pandemonium at the top. Oh, that's crazy. The rocks fall into the water, you see. An ad, what a mass. What a mass, vio. No, it's not. Spot one
actually, I get it, only it hasn't defined what it is. I've got something raining on like this. Another something else, no, it's not a mushroom that makes it with another stop, I think you should find this one. Is it you? No, then you accused me of Gorpa, didn't you? I'm going crazy in business, I don't even know
what it is. In here. That's it, it's right here. Did I put it in jail? I hope so, right? Then you blamed the body too much, I was already hunting mushrooms, right? Yes, he changed the recipe, he changed, I understand. I got a total that changed the revenue. Oh, there's more. Maybe we can break this to plant it,
but I'm not sure it's important here I found some. Thank you. There's nothing here, the guy's calling planted, I don't want to waste the ones I took. At the same time. This last, last story of the subnavtic first is very good, more favimento seed. Dropa, one lived. Soft. Oh, what you eat. I think he's in good
position because I haven't figured out what it is, you know? Come back for it, just one punch. But now I'm going to do a scanner, I'll do, we can go after business, let's start walking, folks. Yes, it's easy, drums. Scanner. Prepare it there. Oh, there's a crowd of moderators. Well, I don't know if it works, right?
Hey, that's good here in the corner. Now you can see the little life about how cool it is. Oh, look at the little life, there's a little life next door. That's a lot. Yes, that's cool, okay? He makes glass. Beauty? Fiber. Ah, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, By taking the fiber mesh from now on you can identify
things. Come here, Mushrooms. Oh, you have to. I always do, Pedro Antonio. Eric Muniz, listen, share the No. Florestina's there. Fiber, Daniel proves that I'm going to go further in life. Really, Francisco? This is crazy. Re? Oh, hmm. More oxygen tank, in repair tool, Psiu. Re? Get a new one now, and
titanium, making it take a slope to that. The copper son who guides you, that I don't have silver yet. So. Beauty? Let's do what we're looking for. Where's he here? Coral. Limestone, oh, more than you're talking about here. In the material of the production of drums. Oh tough goalkeeper, rest assured.
Titanium. Rockfish. And what's important is more oxygen. Cold. It's cold to embarrass. Re? Now it's time to find out where the business was there that I'm going to see one there, I found. Are you kidding me? Wide. I just found a guy with a sea monkey. He's cute, but he's a pest if I can already see it. I
hate that mistake right now, so die. Re? All I need is a sea monkey. Came to Rio lost in exactly the same way. Up here? That's it, like this. What was more stuff that was the business that fell from there yesterday, and there's still, I haven't seen. Pilantra fish. No, it's not monkey fish, it's Pilatra fish. It's
shameless. yes, so you have to walk like that, O. Seed fruit, right? What is going on? Ice fruit. What is this? Button. What did I freeze? Oh yes? Oh, my God, I'm going to freeze in there. Oh, my God, I'm so sorry. I froze out of nowhere, I didn't freeze anything. A son of a bitch. Wing de. Stop, bro. Actually
I', everyone's there. Wow, brother, you're crazy. I'm freezing there, I'm freezing. I just froze, there's a frozen animal. How, what a son of a bitch. Unhappy beast, Vio, bandit. The fish shoots exactly, I see. Right? Today I have a tool. Yes, I need to find other parts of Chia Gloyd. Right? What is a priority for
us like this is it's open now. What a bum, what a fish bro. What anger that I'm a brother, a fish that freezes, and another that steals an object, a vio. Play? Like, no theft steals, an item, but he fills a bag, vio. Penguin. Pretend. I need to find a way to where I fell, man, maybe more stuff, maybe not, she must
have something else. Oh, no, get out, get out, sixty-five. You'll get my stuff. You'll get my stuff, bastard. You're shameless, Um. Ah, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, Our toche item with no particular purpose yet, yes, I think the only goal is to try to find the right one? Yes, it's all right. Get some water, now.
Oh, there's business, but it's weird, you see. Oh, the bristin thing is here. At the same time. Here, ready, I find another part. Let's do it. In the famous Santo Amaro. Grease battery, copper wire, 3rd, battery makes with Titanium Colo wire. No, Adelson. Actually, I don't know yet. That's it. Oh, I miss that, I
was here. Another guy who steps in, right? I saw that I was with Luciano, I stayed, but, I threw a lot of mass, old, in the same moral spirit. Oh one thing I find a little missing titanium, you know where I am as there isn't much, oh, more. But now it's titanium, right? Titan, you're gone. Ours is cool. What a
thing. the flashlight is no longer hidden, the lantern is no longer hidden, Lily's Terminal. Oh, she's warming up. Fire is fire. Wow, what a blessing this little flower. Worry. Oh, like an hour. Oh, a lot of money. Oh, you see an idea of how this happens. Oh, the fire's all over the place. Gee, in time. It heats the
weight, the mass. Unfortunately, there's food here, take it. Cold, which gives dhimed. Oh, Wou, wait, and I'll be here. Not just already? Oh, Snowball, John, right? Oh, my God, pandemonium. No, there's nothing here. Oh, no, there's something else, oh. Flash. The others here, the water, the flash, the food,
was so attacked that I didn't even see her, bro. Okay, anyway, that's not what I was thinking, you know? Yes, now with the sun, right? In no more fall there is no more thing. Look down, say there's an object, right? It's not snowing. I remember the terrible Antony, the dangerous weather. I'm going to make
a deal. I can't get this close to it, but I thought I might get the seeds off of it, I don't know. Just like that. Yes, I think so. There's climate change now on this Christ. Yes, I have to find other things. Let's go. Take siguladivao. My god. No, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, Oh,
this is my animal, Oh, it's falling, it's still falling meteorite. Is that in his direction? Put your tooth down. Look, there's a little stop here. Look full, watch the full cute here. Look, I found something. Find Pedro Antonio, you can leave, bro. I will continue to pay attention to everyone, for God's sake, I play.
Ursula, Pat Finder. It's good, it's good, desk, PC chip. Right? Then. This mineral detector is a hand on the steering wheel, vio. Although we don't have a scanner room, it's important that we find something else there. Frieze is here. Will. Are you going to do it again? No, I saw the cold, guys just fell into the
water, well, the water has a good temperature. Oxygen plant. How crazy, now there is some small plant with oxygen. God, because I'm sure it's going to suck. Where is it? Oh, Simof. Okay, I found some of the symbol, the gallerin. He's gained momentum. Yes, and an evil beast. Um, that hour. Bora brabo.
It's a whistle, not a happy one with me. Give it up. Big big shark. Then I realized they were getting better. A. I don't know what it is. Strange, Vio. You know, brother, full of shit, full of this Simon, right? Mostly a symbol. A. Coral. The surface of this business here is strange, oh, no, you can handle a small
life. 'Re. I need a mineral detector. Really. Titanium battery. Oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, Mmm. Wipe, titanium, chungo, copper gold, everything written in my PDA that gives time, vio. A little dough. I stayed. Let's go a little further to see if we can find anything else. As much as I wanted to go to base that I
saw a little bit here in happen now. Unfortunately, Bahia de Veikulos. Oh boy. Hey. From the series. No. You don't have to have no sign of your help. The game has already given priority to Ciagl, we may have to walk around, give exploited, fi. Lead. Oh, because there's lead in the gang. Do you get it?
That's what you're showing. Unfortunately, oops, there are things here, things here, here it is, sausage here. There's something here, but there's nothing here, right? Happy and sad. Right? Mmm. Oh, I have to come here right now. Let me see it here. Um, our food, I die naturally, not fuck. Uses. Put the
ointment in the game. Oh, well, there's a crowd in one, because the game isn't ready. So, what guys can talk about, there's this thing in a place like this, it's going to help me more than that, right? It spreads the game, you know? This one is OK, man, send this game, it's not ready. It's going to be 100
yards. Three hundred and four hundred meters ahead. I hope to find something. Right? I forgot. Literally let go. The surface of this game is here, you are crazy. Oh, sharks. Another shark. It's Oh, so I also saw the base outside as if it were falling, Mom. You know, God, I'm doing this to go there, right? Do I
need to, as you say? You'll find other things, won't you? Yes, what you're still going to fix. Oh, Hmm- and yes. Hey. Dance. Brother, it's pandemonium, old man. There is, he's got it, he's got it, he's got it all, he's in shock. Oh I'm sorry. Change. See, see? So I couldn't. Oh, come here, kumpad. Fought.
Okay, you can make Bahia and the car. More bros, give panemonio here, old man. Culta Paulinho here, good question, you asked a big question, I do not know how to answer you, wild beast MP paragraph three. Biometrics, no, it's not like that. This biom is right here. Or this piece I wanted. You can
equip a subway detector. Diamond. Already have. Yes TK PE, angry animal. That's the fi. Oh, Magnetita. Oh, he's coming, come on. Boy, boys, crazy right here. Temperature bag. Let's go back to base. No, I don't think he's a viatai. I think it's just a mistake. Yes, you commented on the full. But I'm
halfway there. I don't use it. I'm looking for bits of stuff to build and seeing what's in the game. I want you to start showing up there, too. Just for this I have to build some things to be able to go deeper, maybe in other biometoms, biomeattacked. At the moment these are the basics of the basics yet. Let's
start, guys? The bar, the PC chip. Grease and chip PC. We live, let's take a tablet. Where's the tablet? It's right here. No, isn't it? Are you there? So where's the table? Where are the pills, guys? God, my fat asshole, I'm playing. Where are the pills? Nwo. A. Is it a buggy? It's not the choir that's bugging me
right now. My god. A. It's down, it's day. So it's a hole. Good news. And technology. Hello, Fabiano. It's Coral, there was a chorus. And that's it, the other base out there. Put it down. Oh, you blamed the security guard, I don't know where the table is anymore. I'm hitting, in quotes, a little song that was
coral and no, but I'm playing now. Oh, right here, oh, now I know what it is. Wow, I found what it is, wow, it's harder to pick up. Amen. Right? I've played a lot harder, I really believe PC chip. That's all I'm missing from the lubricant I've been saving here. I have a place, no. Now you, let's give a big girl there.
Okay, now we're graffiti. My god. Let me write down the recipe. Linguat, advanced kit, two glasses, three lead, two glasses, three chungos, and flames of another battery, right? Right? The energy cell. Okay, guys. We've got everything we need, so it's all in quotes, right? You can do it, I'd say let's go. First
let me get the numbers. Beauty? Room in hand. Lead, too, right? We're going to have to pick something up. Right? That's what I've already said. There's another lead. Hmm-da. Oh, the bar isn't ten, it's just five. Oh, oh, they're level-headed, so. Where's Bahia's car number? I was lucky there. Extended
party set, lead two or one. Go alone, okay. Okay, then. You make two batteries, whether you like it or not. Don't keep it here, take the copper, yes. Take the lubricant, the food room. Well, it's going to be energy. So now we have to find it, we have to do what we did. Um, so we need to find more gold, we
need to find silver. You found a lot of things, guys. So let's see. Oh, according to the PDA, now you have to, now, you have to access this here. The one that gives silver. So he's the one we're going to take. Argentinian form, it's Genita. 'Re. Yes. Right? You're going to have to think about temperature all
the time. No, I do. Arctic zone. In the arena, thank you. I can get fat. No, I just found a lead that's gone. Now you'll find silver, for gold. Yes right? In quotes the thing is good, it is, this little neg'cinho there, silver, and ta achei. Right? Down. Then we need to find the gold now. Just Victor Santos, how do you
eat? If I got it how much, there are four silvers, one ideal, our great. Now we have to see which one is what gives gold. We see what gives time here, galerinha, wait. It's a calaverite. So now you have to find all the colombians. It's probably in another biome. G twelve and a half in the morning, right? It's a
little quiet. Draught. Draught. Maybe there's him here, I don't know. Oh, I found him. Silver, okay, radio. You dropped my knife. Right now? Did he fix my knife? There, if you don't Plague, I was going to make monkey soup, Fi. Monkey, she just went to the monkey. The galleon should have about the
monkey there. Full comment, yes, boy? There will be no gold. Club Gorpe. Monkey soup, soup, poppy seeds. Prepare some food? The Monronk plant. Pedro Anteiro, created here already, dude, only I'm a little afraid, because the game is gigantic like, it takes a long time. Yes I know? It takes a long time
anyway, so I'm kind of afraid to get endless comes. No, Ronaldo, can you get out, man, what is this? I just put you in the mound to help, man, but you don't have to stay, brother, for God's sake. I think I'm sorry, man. What is going on? No, crazy, don't feel obligated, man. Is he all over? When you need to
get out, rest, it's everybody's business. I'm doing it here, but if guys want to go out, relax, do other things, you can, you know? Don't heat your head. I'm trying not to see anyone. Bread, bro. Your golden tea. Go and stay there, okay? He's got another biom I'm going to come here to see. Anyone who wants
to stay, I appreciate it, but put, I know yes, so stuck no. yes, I think it's more like a biome, you know? No, you're having fun, so it took so long, that's what it's worth. You're having fun, so you're cool. Lena. But I can't find a deal anymore. Oaks, diet. Yes, I think it's off, but call hats, Satisfaction. No, I'm not
going to, because I'm not going to hurt it because I'm not ready to play. Oh, there's a giant frozen bug. Come on, we can go to him, but I know the bug's ready, you know? I'm crazy. Yes. Ok galerinha, we can even start dreaming and make a base. From what I see here, oh, he let loose with the habitat
sector of that. Released by the builder of the galler habitat, we can make the base, no, oh, it's in the rules of the person. For example, if a child comes out, do you follow the rules? As much as we no longer have to ban spam, Spamo, right? Who says shit and how do you talk too? Hey, yes. It's the espamo
out there that says shit. Dude, I don't think so anymore. What is this? Oh yes? Yes, just a banion on the market. Oh, there's something there. Do I have a marker? M. We call a small island here, folks. There's something here. Oh, there's a PDA. Wait, you're usually here. Oh wait. Oh, you scored from
Citroen. Five. Unfortunately, there is something nearby. Come on let's go. Here's the gold. No. Jefferson Araujo, soon Aunt Live. Oh, so am I. Rolling. That's why I already have a distinctive name, and it's Hong Kong. I took the gold, I got it. A. What's the thing about. But is it the same sound? There's no
book, it's more or less just one. Oh, more importantly, we have Oh, we're going to make a habitat builder. A tank of high capacity, wait. Just put a set of wiring in there. There's a place here. Father, copper son. And other types of computers. But the most important thing is that we'll have it here. Where's
mine, where is she? You're clean. Oh, in a fright, I came from the ruined. The kid's coming. At the same time. Ih. I want to go in, get in there, we have this castle. Wau, El gave me damage. You know the food is bad. When you eat, you take damage. It's just that you're going to do it when you're taking care
of it. The food is so bad that I'm fine giving it away. Oh, hey, hey, hey, hey, hey, hey, hey, hey, hey, hey, hey, hey, hey, hey, hey, hey, my God. This is a waiter I've lost since hp here, dude. Ever since I've been here, brother, I've been very bad, help. Yes, I'm just. Oh, oh, wait, I have to do, I have to do a
basic construction business. Chip, until the battery is already, Gee, I made the battery, I liked the drums, I horildo. Re? I need to use a chip. To find gold again, you need to have another copper. Let's go find the pills and find the coma that talks? It's a must-repair tool too. Yes. The problem is that there is a



very angry animal there. And I don't want to take pain for anything. It's important. I'm going to gold. In here. Look, there's a lot of things here. Dirty. I just don't have a mup yet, or we could put his name on it. Includes? How, I'm used to this practice. Do you think the noise of these bugs is really, you see?
Take a look at this island here, it's a stop. A motorbike. Oh, wow, you remind me, Mario, half four. Member. Right? So what if I don't have to live doing repairs, and as you say? Repair and power cell. God, bro, this is the rock I want. Put the game down, it's too much for me, beautiful. Mommy sucks here,
man. Opinion, cooperate with me there, firm. What is this? Their mouths are on top. Me, right? Oh, big penguin, see? No, no, I'm going to get the penguins, everything is smooth. Who am I going to get the penguin for? God. I found something here. Oh, I found Am. Is that what you're saying, mineral? No,
it's for the way the brand is, no, it's not for extracting things. Come on, that's weird. No, worse than he detects. So, it's just that he discovered it for some reason. It used to be cavalier. Oh, here, here. I found sulfur. Oh, right here, actually. Oh, it's a bet, hot sulfur. Oh, that's cool. So you were born here, I
understand. He's in debt. This accused thermolite, you see? Oh, so, battery, I kept using these years to turn it off. Oh, there's something here. Looks like someone stepped on his foot here. It's Mmm. No, I don't have one. Hey, but there's a security guard, isn't it? Oh, well, that little fruit is good out there.
Um, right? There's a lot of pants and there's fat charged here. Yes, yes, okay? There's a lot to explore here, just I commented full. Wait, let me send the ointment. Let me see what's going on here. Oh, no, nothing. Just hear the noise, my stranger. No. Mmm. Take a look at this that you have to go
upstairs. Oh, my God, for my stepfather, my God, I call everything, practically, what we need. What, look at this. Oh yes? This is crazy. What time, accountant, wake up. Nwo. How, I'm going to pull snoring right here. How, bro. That's it, man. How, I've found everything. No, you have to escape from the
planet, Roberto Matias, you have to escape from the planet that fell on it. It's got to survive, isn't it? Is he all over? My god. Nwo. Oh, there's something here. Boom scanner. I broke it all. What else do you have here? Right. What's this? I didn't follow no, um. There's more here. Conservatory, now. Gee,
there's a PDA, I want to get in. Is that Um? The scan is definitely not stolen. I don't want to walk, I don't need a closet, I took a lot of stuff, you see. Mariozao is missing. Balance scanner, vertical room, scanner room, structure, hm. Remembering that should make a high tank. That's what I have to do. Yes,
boys, there are things. You can't get that poster. It's snowing. I thought it was something important, it wasn't. Now I'm wondering what this structure is here for, man. First of all, I can't even hack. But I can't even access it, it looks like there to build a rocket already, I don't know, I don't know, oh, vambora.
A. I didn't find a business either. How do you talk? Plant things on the outside, plant things from the inside out. No. Hepe, right? Let's go back to our base. Okay, you're jumping, aren't you? I'm pushing. Oh, they're penguins. Dangerous weather, what's he doing? Jumping. The game has already spoken,
it is dangerous, that is, it will go badly. I'm jumping here, isn't I? Oh, crazy. No. Oh, it's a rear-view camera. What a crazy Vio. It's time. Galerina, it's late already, already, three and ten in the morning, gave our time here, yes, I saved something, we do another game, has a rear camera, one of the clocks.
Thank you, the gallerina who participated. I'll call in a day. Everyone who saw our attach there went up the sea too, very well. Thank you people, Big Kiss. It's over, he said it, and until the next. Next.
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